
MINUTES – STA Building & Grounds Committee Meeting 

May 10, 2021 

 

Present:   Bobby LeBlanc, Andy Campbell, Scott Blum, Kevin Sorenson Quenton 
Schneider, Kevin Sorenson, Jim Smith, Warren Franke 

Absent:   Carl Bern 
Guest:  Jonathan Thielen 

Minutes By:   Scott Blum 
 
Items discussed via Zoom (web-based meeting platform): 

1. Jonathan has been volunteering for a few years with one other volunteer. Jonathan is 
moving to Colorado on July 9th and the other volunteer will still be here for a while.  
Jonathan has produced the attached list of 4 suggestions to improve STA’s audio/visual 
equipment and infrastructure.  The goal of these improvements would be to make the 
STA A/V set up simple for future users.    

2. Would like to have a meeting at STA with Jonathan and potential contractors to walk the 
building and look at the suggested improvements.  The goal of this would be to receive 
quotes for this work and suggestions on even better ways to route cables, etc. 

3. Bobby will send Scott contact information for Hickory Construction (parishioner).  They 
may be interested in helping on this A/V project.  Jim suggested that we contact the 
company used recently by the Ames Golf & Country Club (Stegman Audio Visual).  
Scott will contact Phil Stegman. 

4. Andy and Warren volunteered to meet with the contractors and Jonathan at STA when 
these meetings can be set up.  Scott suggested that Andy do this. 

5. The student lounge finishes upgrade project construction documents (drawing and 
specifications) was bid on April 22nd.  Henkel Construction was the low bidder.  The 
Finance Council voted to accept Henkel’s base bid and all four alternates.  See the 
attached bid tabulation.  This work will begin in the summer. 

6. Quenton and Bobby talked with the security vendor about security at the parking 
garage/ramp.  That vendor only sells it (does not install it).  The camera(s) would be 
ethernet connected to the church system.  Cameras are about $1,000 each plus the cost of 
the cabling and installation.  A subscription is required for monitoring as well.  That 
would be a monthly charge.  A 30 day trial use is offered. 

7. A grant could possibly be pursued for the security equipment, but we missed the deadline 
for application on this and it is not open again until early next year. 

8. Quenton did some research online and found a wireless camera that is about $105.  
Bobby and Quenton will work out the details to get this purchased to see what a wireless 
camera like that is like, then we can discuss this again in the future. 

9. Andy said the pest spraying at the rectory seems to have done it’s job.  He has stopped in 
to check recently. 

10. Spring clean up day went well.  Great volunteer effort by all.  See the attached volunteer 
sign in sheet from April 24th.  One thing that came from this was a suggestion that 
revarnishing pews may be in our future. 

 
 



11. Ronell Lindmen provided one idea for the vertical boards at the south wall of the church 
(over the entry in the prayer garden) due to their deterioration.  Scott will look at this 
further.  Warren offered a photo or two of a façade at the North Grand Mall as a 
suggestion.  He will send this to Scott. 

12. Jackie stated she is retiring from her STA landscape volunteering in December of 2021.  
Carl suggested a proper celebration be done honoring her.  We will discuss more as the 
year goes on about this.  We need to plan for how we can fill the void of her absence.  
Could it be an internship with an ISU department?  Should we seek a new volunteer or 
more than one to do this duty?  More to come on this…. 

 
End of Minutes:  Attendees should please notify the author of these minutes if there are edits to 
be made. 
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STA AV/Tech Installation Needs and Technical Specifications 
Prepared by Jon Thielen (2021-04-25) 
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Single Page Summary 

The following four items were identified as the top-priority items to address for improving the long-term 

quality and sustainability of audiovisual needs at STA: 

Live Streaming in North Balcony 

As the pandemic wanes and to replace the pre-pandemic public access broadcast of weekend Mass, we 

will transition from our current complex multicamera setup that must be half set up and torn down each 

week to a simple one-camera setup that can remain set up continually. This entails: 

- Leaving camera, laptop, and accessories on north balcony, covered with a cloth while not in use 

- Custom-fit table (to fit over ventilation duct) is being commissioned 

- All supporting accessories will be STA’s (either from past purchases or donations from Jon or Alan) 

Overflow Video in Lower Lounge 

Maintaining the capability for overflow streaming to the lower lounge has been requested for high-

attendance liturgies moving forward. To ease setup and reduce potential for error/damage to cables, we 

propose making a few essential wiring components of the setup permanently installed. This entails 

- New wall plate on lower lounge west wall with ethernet and female 3.5 mm audio jacks 

- (Existing) ethernet routed through surface conduit/raceway to ceiling then to AV closet upstairs 

- (New) audio cable routed through surface conduit/raceway to lower lounge sound system 

- Optional: HDMI cables routed through surface conduit/raceway (with loose ends tucked behind 

wall poster boards) 

Removal of Hanging Microphones 

Combined request from the AV team and music ministers. 

- Reasons 

o Were ineffectively placed for the types of musicians we typically have at STA 

o Have been disabled/unused for the past couple years due to non-repairable 

noise/interference issues (likely due to strain damaging the hanging cables) 

o Considered unsightly and have interfered in camera views 

- Steps to Completion 

o Microphones themselves already removed and repurposed with other microphones of 

same type (used by mounting on boom stands and wiring with XLR cables to wall plates) 

o Cables simply need to be removed from ceiling connections and discarded when ceiling 

work in worship space is next conducted 

South Balcony “Special Event” Cabling 

While no longer needed for regular use, videography from the south balcony is still highly desired for 

special events (e.g., weddings, Christmas/Easter). To reduce temporary wiring, we propose installing: 

- Two wall plates (Male XLR output; ethernet port) on wall in NW corner of south balcony 

- Wiring CAT6 (or better) ethernet and XLR audio cables from those wall plates to AV closet in utility 

balcony through suitable conduits/raceways either near floor or top of wall 
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Details: Live Streaming in North Balcony 

While for much of the pandemic since the return of parishioners to the pews, we have run a multicamera 

configuration when live streaming, these relatively complicated setups are highly dependent upon Alan’s 

equipment and availability, and therefore not sustainable in the long-term. Instead, we will transition to a 

single camera live stream from the north utility balcony for the foreseeable future (both while pandemic 

wanes and as the long-term replacement for public access broadcast). This configuration will involve: 

- Leaving XA-30 camera on tripod, streaming laptop, Elgato capture card, and supporting 

accessories set up on the north balcony (which is a secure area accessible only through the 

maintenance door), covered with a cloth while not in use 

- Custom-fit table (to fit over ventilation duct) is being commissioned through Gary Bailey, which will 

replace current improvised plywood sheet and coffee table setup 

- All supporting accessories will be STA’s (either from past purchases or donations from Jon or Alan) 

The most likely location for this setup will be in the center of the balcony (but I haven’t run that by Alan 

yet, so he may disagree and we may decide on another position on one of the sides of the balcony). 

Summary of Action Items 

- Reconfigure current equipment to new setup and place relevant items in storage sometime in May 

(Jon) 

- Commission custom-fit table (Jon and Fr. Kyle working with Gary Bailey) 

- Write documentation/training materials on how to run the new simple setup (Jon) 

- Formulate and implement a long-term volunteer plan (TBD STA Staff) 

- Formulate long-term plan for YouTube channel prep/management (TBD STA Staff, Joe Weyers?) 

Status of All Equipment Involved 

- XA-30 Video Camera and power adapter (previously STA’s, currently stored in sacristy, will be left 

on north balcony) 

- MSI Streaming Laptop and power adapter (STA obtained during pandemic, currently stored in 

sacristy, will be left on north balcony) 

- Elgato Capture Card (STA obtained during pandemic, currently stored in sacristy, will be left on 

north balcony) 

- Monitor Headphones (STA obtained during pandemic, currently stored in sacristy, will be left on 

north balcony) 

- Manfrotto Tripod (previously STA’s) and Benro video head (donated by Alan) (both currently left on 

north balcony and will stay that way) 

- Stereo XLR Attenuator (donated by Alan, currently left on north balcony and will stay that way) 

with XLR cables 

- 5-port ethernet switch (donated by Jon, currently in AV closet and will stay that way) 

- Various ethernet cords (donated by Alan, currently setup and will stay that way) 

- Power strip (unknown origin, but currently setup and will stay that way) 

- Custom table (see next subsection) 
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Commissioned Table 

Currently in communication with Gary Bailey to see how this can come about. See the below graphic for 

the proposal: 

 

“Non-technical” Needs 

Alan and I have had great difficulty obtaining commitment from other volunteers to run videography. 

There are some disagreements about why that is, but it is at least thought to be in part due to the current 

complexity of our operations. However, there may need to be some recruitment help from STA staff to 

get more people to help out with this new simplified setup on occasion (since otherwise it will only be 

Alan regularly helping, and we don’t want to be in a situation where everything is dependent upon one 

volunteer). 

Also, it would be good to have a long-term plan for who setups up YouTube every weekend for these 

simple live streams (if Joe Weyers continues doing so, or someone else takes it over). 

(For Reference) STA Video Equipment Unused in this Setup 

By various donations and prior owned equipment, STA also has some video equipment that will be 

unused in this new long-term setup. With the new shelves that were installed in the north balcony AV 
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closet, these items can be suitably stored there in case for when they are needed on occasion in the 

future: 

- XH-A1S Video Camera (and supporting accessories including power adapter, component 

video cable, composite video/audio, component to HDMI converter) 

▪ This is not straightforward to setup with all the cables and converters. I will be 

preparing a reference sheet so it can be setup by someone else at a later date 

- Panasonic HC-V180 Handycam (and power adapter) 

- Sony SR-47 Handycam (and power adapter) 

- Full-size Manfrotto Video Tripod 

- Small-size Manfrotto Photo Tripod 

- Unused off-brand tripod 

Other equipment in regular use for videography was pretty much all Alan’s, and so he will be keep those 

things himself. 
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Details: Overflow Video in Lower Lounge 

To have the overflow video feed in the lower lounge, currently an ethernet cable (that runs through the 

drop ceiling back through worship space and to AV closet) needs to be lowered through an access panel 

and run loose to a decoder and splitter. Additionally, an audio cable needs to be loosely run from the 

decoder to the sound system. To ease this setup, the following permanent installations are proposed: 

- Mount wall plate in center of west wall in lower lounge with an ethernet port and female 3.5mm 

audio jack 

- Splice end of existing ethernet cord into this new port, and route up into ceiling through suitable 

surface mount conduit/raceway  

- Route other end of existing ethernet cord that runs through worship space through existing 

conduits and open cord bundles 

- Install audio cable from new wall plate through suitable surface mount conduit/raceway to lower 

lounge mixer in cabinet (likely routing through wall rather than cabinet front panel) 

o This also has side benefit of providing a more accessible aux input for the lower lounge 

sound system for things like carpenter shop and other events that display 

presentations/videos in the lower lounge 

Summary of Action Items 

- Purchase and installation of needed wires/wall plate(s)/conduits (Bobby coordinating with 

someone?) 

- Route worship space end of existing ethernet cord through existing wire guard (either Alan and 

Jon or as part of south balcony install) 

- Decide status of decoder, the core component of the setup that is not STA’s (Alan, Jon, and STA 

Staff) 

- Document how to set up overflow video from start to finish with STA’s equipment (Jon) 

Status of Current Equipment Used for Full Setup 

- Ethernet cord run from AV closet through drop ceiling to access panel 

o Currently uses plug on lower-lounge-end with cord loosely routed through gap in access 

panel, this will be converted to a wall jack end with cord routed through surface mount 

conduit/raceway in new installation 

- NDI Decoder with power adapter (belongs to Alan) 

o This is the key component to the setup, and a discussion needs to occur about whether it is 

okay to rely on Alan providing this whenever lower lounge video is needed, if STA should by 

a replacement NDI decoder, or if a laptop should be used as decoder instead (requires 

more setup work, but may not require extra purchase) 

- Temporary audio cable (donated by Alan) 

o Currently loosely runs from NDI decoder to aux input on sound system 

o Will be replaced entirely with a permanently installed audio cable routed from wall plate 

jack to sound system (using one of the spare channels) 

- HDMI splitter (STA’s) with power adapter 

o Will remain part of temporary setup, as it could be needed elsewhere for multi-TV 

applications 
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- Long HDMI cables 

o Will remain part of temporary setup, as it could be needed elsewhere for multi-TV 

applications 

- TV Carts 

o Will remain part of temporary setup, as it could be needed elsewhere for multi-TV 

applications 
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Illustrations and Descriptions of Requested Installations 
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Details: South Balcony “Special Event” Cabling 

Videography from the south balcony has provided a useful additional perspective during regular liturgies 

and is essential for special events where the presider is solely facing south (e.g., weddings, Holy Days of 

Obligation). While such videography will no longer be regularly used (due to its recurring complexity), we 

wish to make the current exposed wiring to the south balcony permanent to better support special 

events. This will involve: 

- Installing two wall plates (Male XLR output; ethernet port) on west wall in NW corner of south 

balcony 

- Wiring CAT6 (or better) ethernet and XLR audio cables from those wall plates to AV closet in utility 

balcony through suitable conduits/raceways either near floor or top of wall 

Summary of Action Items 

- Decide on optimal routing path for wires (Bobby and Jon) 

- Purchase and install wiring, wall plates, and conduit/raceway conduits (Bobby coordinating with 

someone?) 
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Illustrations and Descriptions of Requested Installations 
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On the AV closet end, the ethernet cable will terminate in a plug that connects to the video ethernet 

switch, and the XLR audio cable will terminate in a female XLR plug that connects to an output on the 

main mixer rack. 

 

 





St. Thomas Aquinas Church and Catholic Student Center  

Student Center Finishes Upgrade

Ames, Iowa

Bidder Name Henkel Construction Company Harold Pike Construction (HPC)

Bidder Location Ames, Iowa Ames, Iowa

Base Bid Amount: $ $70,600.00 $110,000.00

Alternate No. 1 $10,500.00 $12,000.00

Alternate No. 2 $2,750.00 $3,500.00

Alternate No. 3 $5,800.00 $10,500.00

Alternate No. 4 $2,400.00 $3,000.00

Totals $92,050.00 $139,000.00

 BID TABULATION - April 22, 2021


